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1 Abstract

A polynomial p(λ) is called an integral-root polynomial if all of its roots are integers.

A graph G is an integral-root graph if P (G, λ) is an integral-root polynomial. Here

we solve chromatic uniqueness problem for such graphs. We determine the chromatic

polynomial and study the chromatic uniqueness of certain line graphs. Furthermore,

we discuss the following question: For which numbers n is the zero-divisor graph Π(Zn)

chromatic unique? For an odd square-free non-prime n, the problem is open, but we

give the answer for every other case.

2 Summary

This Thesis deals with three subjects, with chromatic polynomials, zero-divisor graphs

of rings, and chemical graph theory.

The chromatic polynomial P (G, λ) of a graph G is a polynomial which means the

number of distinct ways to color the vertices of G by λ given colors. A polynomial

p(λ) is called an integral-root polynomial if all of its roots are integers. A graph G

is an integral-root graph if P (G, λ) is an integral-root polynomial. One of our main

research subjects is the investigation of integral-root graphs. Moreover, our theorems

cover the uniqueness problem for integral-root graphs. G is said to be chromatically

unique (or χ-unique) if P (G, λ) = P (H,λ) implies that G andH are isomorphic graphs.

Summarizing our results, we state the following: ”If the chromatic polynomial of an

integral-root graph connected G has exactly one root of multiplicity 2 and no more

multiple roots, or G is a complete graph, then it is χ-unique, otherwise, G is not

χ-unique”. We also covered the disconnected case.

In Chapter 4, we determine the chromatic polynomial and study the chromatic

uniqueness of certain line graphs.

The zero-divisor graph Π(R) of a commutative ring R is the graph whose vertices

are the elements of R, and the vertices u and v are adjacent if and only if u · v = 0 in

R.

In Chapter 5, we discuss the question: For which numbers n is the zero-divisor

graph Π(Zn) χ-unique?

While Zn is one of the simplest rings, the following theorem shows its complexity

from some aspects. We proved that for any graph A0, for some n, Π(Zn) contains

an induced subgraph isomorphic to A0. The first result in the subject states that for
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n ≥ 10 even, Π(Zn) is not χ-unique [13]. By definition, a prime and the product of

different primes are square-free. Our main result is the following. If n ≥ 10 is neither

square-free nor the square of a prime then Π(Zn) is not χ-unique.

For an odd square-free non-prime n, the problem is open, though on the structure

of Π(Zn) we know much more in this case.

In Section 6, we studied topological indices, a research aria are in mathematical

chemistry. Topological indices are significant, and they yield a great part in chemistry.

The Sanskruti index is one of the important indices that were introduced by Hosamani

in 2017. It displays a good connection with octane isomers entropy. In our study, we

compute the Sanskruti index S(G) for some chemical trees: Caterpillar trees, straight-

chain alkanes, cycle-caterpillars, generalized Bethe trees, ordinary Bethe trees, and

dendrimers.

3 Integral-root Polynomials and Chromatic Unique-

ness of Graphs

The results of this chapter have been published in [2].

3.1 The Complete Plus Graph

Definition 3.1. A complete plus graph is obtained by dividing one edge wz of a

graph Km (adding the vertex v) into two edges e = wv and f = vz, it is denoted by

K+v
m .

Remark 3.2. If m ≥ 3, then K+v
m is a non-chordal graph.

Theorem 3.3. The chromatic polynomial of this graph is:

q(λ) = P (K+v
m , λ) = pm−1(λ

2 −mλ+ (2m− 3))

= λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ− (m− 2))(λ2 −mλ+ (2m− 3)),

where pm(λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ−m+ 1).

Corollary 3.4. K+v
m is a non-integral-root graph except when m = 2 and 6.

Remark 3.5. Among others, we found by this construction the graph K+v
6 which is

isomorphic to the famous graph of Read [18], see G in Figure 1.
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v

G

v

K+v
6

∼=

Figure 1: A complete plus graph K+v
6 is isomorphic to G.

3.2 Chromatic Uniqueness of Connected Integral-root Graphs

In this section, two theorems for the chromatic uniqueness of the integral-root graphs

have been proven using a new concept, the t-clique-join graph.

Definition 3.6. [2] Let Km be a complete graph with W = V (Km), let Ik be the

subset of W , for every k ≤ t and t ∈ N . The t-clique-join graph is obtained

from t arbitrary graphs R1, R2, . . . , Rt on pairwise disjoint vertex sets by joining ev-

ery vertex in Rk with all vertices of Ik, where Rk ∩ W = ϕ. It is denoted by J =

J(W, I1, I2, . . . , It, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) (see Figure 2). J = J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt)

is the set of all such graphs with |I1| = j1, |I2| = j2, ..., |It| = jt.

Remark 3.7. I1, I2, ... are not always disjoint from one another.

R2

R3

R4

R5

Km
R6

Rt

G

R1

Figure 2: A t-clique-join graph

Remark 3.8. For r ≥ 2, that the set J consists of several graphs in general. The

reason is, among others, that the size of intersection of clique subgraphs can have

several different values. We use this fact intensively.
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Theorem 3.9. The chromatic polynomial of any t-clique-join graph J ∈ J, J :=

J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) is:

z := P (J, λ) = pm(λ)
t∏

k=1

P (Rk, λ− jk),

where pm(λ) = λ(λ− 1) . . . (λ−m+ 1).

Remark 3.10. We emphasize that the formula for P (J, λ) depends on the values

j1, j2, · · · , jt, that is, the sizes of the sets I1, I2, · · · , It only.

Below, some consequences of Theorem 3.9 are proved.

Proposition 3.11. Let J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) be a t-clique-join graph,

|W | = m, |Ik| = jk, Ik ⊂ W , 1 ≤ k ≤ t, and let Rk be the empty graph on sk vertices.

Then the chromatic polynomial of J is:

P (J, λ) =
m−1∏
j=0

(λ− j)ej ,

where

ej = 1 +
∑
1≤k≤t
jk=j

sk.

Theorem 3.12. Let J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt) be a t-clique-join graph,

|W | = m, |Ik| = jk, |Rk| = sk, 1 ≤ jk ≤ m − 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ t. The following

consequences are valid:

(i) If t ≥ 2, then J is not χ-unique.

(ii) Let t = 1, that is, let J = J(W, I,R) be a 1-clique-join graph. If |R| = s ≥ 2 and

1 ≤ jk ≤ m− 2. Then J is not χ-unique.

(iii) Let t = 1, i. e., J = J(W, I,R). If |R| = s ≥ 2 and jk = m − 1, then J is not

χ-unique.

Only one case remains, when t = 1, |R| = s = 1 and 1 ≤ jk ≤ m− 1. We shall deal

with this case, and we present two theorems. These yield the complete solution of the

chromatic uniqueness problem for integral-root graphs.

Theorem 3.13. If the chromatic polynomial of a connected integral-root graph G has

some roots of multiplicity at least 3, then G is not χ-unique.

Theorem 3.14. If the chromatic polynomial of a connected integral-root graph J has

at least 2 roots of multiplicity 2, then it is not χ-unique.

Theorem 3.15. If the chromatic polynomial of a connected integral-root graph G has

exactly one root of multiplicity 2 and no more multiple root, then it is χ-unique.
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3.3 Chromatic uniqueness of disconnected graphs

Definition 3.16. If a component of a graph has more than one vertex then we call it

a big component.

Lemma 3.17. If an arbitrary graph G has at least two big components then it is not

χ− unique.

Theorem 3.18. (i) If a disconnected graph does not have any big component then it

is χ-unique.

(ii) Let D be a χ-unique integral-root graph and let G be a disconnected graph, which

has a big component isomorphic to D and isolates. G is non-χ-unique if and only if it

has exactly one isolate and D ∼= Gn−1,n−3 where n = |V (G)|.
(iii) Take an arbitrary connected non-χ-unique graph D and add some isolates. The

graph obtained so is non-χ-unique as well.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

Open problem 1: How could we characterize the integral-root graphs? In Section

3.1 there are some tools to attack this problem.

Open problem 2: The second part of the Theorem 3.18 shows that one component

cannot determine the uniqueness status of the whole graph. This interesting phe-

nomenon has also another consequence. The problem of this status for general graphs

with one isolate is probably difficult.

4 On the Question of Chromatic Uniqueness for

Line Graphs

The results of this chapter have been submitted in [4]. Some results here are the

developments of results in the M.Sc. thesis [7].

4.1 Line Graphs of Trees

Here we will characterize the trees with χ-unique line graphs.

Theorem 4.1. Let T be an arbitrary tree with m edges and Γ := L(T ). Γ is χ-unique

if and only if T is a star Sm or Um where Um can be obtained by attaching a vertex to

a leaf of Sm−1.
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4.1.1 Determining the Chromatic Polynomial for Line Graphs of Trees

Theorem 4.2. Let

tk(λ) :=
k∏

i=1

(λ− qn−i),

for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. Then:

P (Γ, λ) = tn−1(λ),

where qi is one less than the degree of the ith vertex in the code of T in the Prüfer

code.

Remark 4.3. Prüfer code is a construction discovered long ago but useful even nowa-

days. For example, here we have given a direct formula for (Γ, λ) above applying Prüfer

code.

4.2 Chromatic Uniqueness of General Line Graphs

Here we show by three examples that no direct relation between the χ-uniqueness of

the graph and its line graph.

Proposition 4.4. For a χ-unique graph, its line graph is not necessarily χ-unique; see

the following example.

Example 4.5. Let G be a graph in Figure 3 (a), then G is χ-unique, but L(G) in

Figure 3 (b) is not found in the list of eight vertices χ-unique graphs [15], so L(G) is

not χ-unique.

In addition, G is not an integral-root graph.The chromatic polynomial is computed by

a Maple program:

P (L(G), λ) = λ(λ− 1)(λ− 2)(λ− 3)q(λ),

where

q(λ) = λ4 − 12λ3 + 57λ2 − 126λ+ 109,

while 4 is not a root of q(λ).

Proposition 4.6. For some non-χ-unique graphs G, L(G) is χ-unique; see Example

4.7.
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(a) G (b) L(G)

Figure 3: G is χ-unique, and L(G) is not χ-unique

Example 4.7. Sn, n ≥ 3, is not χ-unique. but L(Sn) = Kn−1 is χ-unique.

Example 4.8. P4, is not χ-unique. but L(P4) = P3 is χ-unique.

Remark 4.9. Of course, many graphs G, L(G) has the same property.

Remark 4.10. For many graphs H, it is impossible to express H as the line graph of

any graph. For example, when H is a claw (K1,3).

5 Chromatic Uniqueness of Zero-divisor Graphs

In this section, we shall discuss the chromatic uniqueness of the zero-divisor graph

Π(Zn) of the ring Zn, using the t-clique-join graphs as a tool. This tool will help us

answer the question of uniqueness, except for the so-called square-free natural num-

bers if they are odd and non-prime (the open problem of this chapter will be found

in Chapter 7. Before discussing the uniqueness, we will improve the presentation of a

zero-divisor graph.

The results of this chapter have been published in [3].

5.1 Further Applications of the t-clique-join Graphs

Theorem 5.1. Let G be an arbitrary graph with Km ⊆ G. If a graph F is obtained

from G by adding a new graph Ks which is adjacent to all vertices of Km and no others,

then the chromatic polynomial of F is:

P (F, λ) = (λ−m)sP (G, λ),
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G J
Km

I1

I2

I3

R1

R2

R3

G ∪ J ∼= F

Km

I1

I2

I3

G

∪

J

Km

I1

I2

I3

R1

R2

R3

Figure 4: The illustration of F in Corollary 5.3 and Lemma 5.4.

And generally, if Ij ⊂ Km and the new graph Ks is adjacent to all vertices of Ij

and no others (Ij +Ks), then the chromatic polynomial of F is:

P (F, λ) = (λ− j)sP (G, λ),

Lemma 5.2. Let J be an 1-clique-join graph, J = J(W, I,R), withW = V (Km), |R| ≥
2 and |I| < m i. e, V (I) is a proper subset of W . If for a graph G, V (G)∩ V (J) = W ,

then for F = G ∪ J , F is not χ-unique.

Theorem 5.3. Let J be a t-clique-join graph, J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt),

with W = V (Km). If for a graph G, V (G)∩ V (J) = W , then for F = G∪ J and t ≥ 2

(see Figure 4), the chromatic polynomial of F is:

P (F, λ) = (λ− j1)
s1(λ− j2)

s2 · · · (λ− jt)
stP (G, λ),

Lemma 5.4. Let J be a t-clique-join graph, J ∈ J(W, j1, j2, . . . , jt, R1, R2, . . . , Rt),

with W = V (Km). Let the graph G have the following property: V (G)∩V (J) is equal

to W .

For F = G ∪ J and t ≥ 2, F is not χ-unique.

5.2 The Principal Equivalence Relation

We shall introduce an equivalence relation ≃ on the base set V of any commutative

ring R for obtaining a clear picture of its zero-divisor graph. First, we give a general
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definition of this relation in any simple graph.

Definition 5.5. For x ∈ R, the equivalence class of x in ≃ will be called Sub(x). The

name of a subset of the form Sub(x) will be a class or a partial subset.

From now on, we will use the special ring, Zn (n ≥ 2).

Notation 5.6. Let k be an arbitrary proper divisor of n. We will denote by U(k) for

the auxiliary subset of Zn, U(k) := {λk|1 ≤ λ ≤ n/k, (λ, n/k) = 1}.

The following statement is folklore and thus we do not present its proof.

Theorem 5.7. The equivalence classes for the relation ≃ are the sets U(k) where k

runs over all proper divisors of n (in other words, Sub(k) = U(k)), furthermore, the

one-element class {0}.

Proposition 5.8. Let S1 and S2 be two different classes with respect to ≃ and suppose

we find an edge e = uv such that u ∈ S1, v ∈ S2. Then any vertex in S1 and any vertex

in S2 are adjacent. Clearly, in contrast, if this uv is not an edge, then any vertex in S1

and any vertex in S2 are non-adjacent.

For any simple graph and every class S, S is a clique or an independent set.

Definition 5.9. Let S1 and S2 be two different partial subsets with any vertex in S1,

and any vertex in S2 are adjacent; we say that S1 is adjacent to S2.

Theorem 5.10. Let x be a general element of Zn and k := (x, n). Then Sub(x) =

Sub(k).

Remark 5.11. If n = pr11 × pr22 × pr33 × · · · × prαα , then the number of partial subsets is

equal to (1 + r1)(1 + r2) · · · (1 + rα).

Representation of the zero-divisor graph of the ring Zn:

We will denote by Π(Zn) the zero-divisor graph of the ring Zn. We represent it most

frequently in the following way:

For every k, the class Sub(k) will be drawn like a circle of φ(n/k) vertices, as shown

in Figure 5. This circle is not a subgraph but a figure only. It gives a clearer picture

of the graph, making the understanding easier for the reader.

5.3 Using the Classes

In this section, we will use the partial subsets (classes) frequently.
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Lemma 5.12. Let n = pr11 × pr22 × pr33 × · · · × prαα as usual, S = Sub(k), where

k = pg11 × pg22 × pg33 × · · · × pgαα and k|n. S induces a clique in Π(Zn), iff gj ≥
⌈ rj

2

⌉
,

1 ≤ gj ≤ rj, 1 ≤ j ≤ α. Otherwise (∃ j such that gj <
⌊ rj

2

⌋
), and S induces an empty

graph.

Remark 5.13. It is not specified in our figures whether a given class induces a clique

or an independent set in Π(Zn).

Remark 5.14. Let us suppose that n1 and n2 have the same numbers of prime factors

and the same values of powers. Then the two corresponding graphs on them have the

same number of classes, only the sizes of these classes differ.

In addition, the way of drawing (picture) of Π(Zn1) and Π(Zn2) is the same.

Figure 5 represents the way of drawing of Π(Zn), where n has any value of the form

n = p1 × p2 × p3.

The following example will explain all the previous results more easily.

Sub(p2 × p3)

...

Sub(p)

Sub(p3)
Sub(p1 × p3)

Sub(p2)
Sub(p1 × p2) ......

... ...

...

Sub(n) Sub(1)

Figure 5: Illustration of Remark 5.14

Π(Zn), n = p1 × p2 × p3.

Remark 5.15. From now on, in our results and figures, we will not indicate the two

classes Sub(n) and Sub(1), where Sub(n) = {0} is adjacent to all vertices of Π(Zn),

and Sub(1) is the set of all totatives of n (isolated vertices).

Before presenting the next statement, we need an auxiliary object. The following

terminology is so important that we mention it again.

Definition 5.16. We say that n is square-free, if it is prime or the product of different

prime numbers, that is, n = p1 × p2 × · · · × pα.
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Corollary 5.17. Let n be square-free, that is, n = p1 × p2 × · · · × pα. Then there

exists a clique clΠ in Π(Zn) such that |V (clΠ)| = α

Corollary 5.18. If n = pr, the classes are S1 := Sub(p), S2 := Sub(p2), · · · , Sr−1 :=

Sub(pr−1), then the consequences below are satisfied:

(i) If r is even, then the clique number of Π is:

ω(Π) =
∑

⌈ r
2⌉≤i≤r−1

|Si| .

(ii) If r is odd, then the clique number is:

ω(Π) = 1 +
∑

⌈ r
2⌉≤j≤r−1

|Sj| .

Proposition 5.19. The clique classes are pairwise adjacent.

Definition 5.20. clΠ is the union of all the clique classes.

Corollary 5.21. clΠ is a clique.

Lemma 5.22. If n is a prime power pr, then the graph Π(Zn) is chordal.

Definition 5.23. Let L be a class and suppose that, omitting the zero class Sub(n),

L is adjacent to exactly one class, say B. Then L is called a leaf class. The class B is

said to be a branch class.

Lemma 5.24. In Zn the leaf classes are Li := Sub(pi) for i = 1, 2, ..., α. The branch

classes are Ti := Sub(n/pi), for 1 ≤ i ≤ α.

Moreover, for one branch class there exist no further leaf classes adjacent to it (see

Figure 6).

Particularly, if n = pr, r ≥ 3, then there is one leaf class which is Sub(p), and one

branch class, Sub(pr−1). Clearly, if r = 2, then there is no leaf class.

Corollary 5.25. Let us consider Π(Zn), n ̸= p, p2. Then every leaf class is an inde-

pendent class, and every branch class of the form Ti = Sub( n
pi
) = Sub{pr11 × pr22 × · · ·×

pri−1
i × · · · × prαα }, pri−1

i > 1, is a clique class.

Theorem 5.26. [13] Let G := Π(Zn) be the zero-divisor graph of the ring Zn, then

the following are satisfied:

1. G is χ-unique for all n ≤ 9.

2. If n ≥ 10 is an even number, then G is not χ-unique.

3. If n = p2 such that p is prime, then G is χ-unique.

4. If n = p · q such that p, q are primes with q > p ≥ 3, then G is χ-unique.
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G clΠ

T1

T2

T3

Sub(p2)

Π(Z)

Sub(p1)

Sub(p3)

Figure 6: Representation of the zero-divisor graph, Π(Zn).

5.4 The Main Result of the Chapter

In this section, we will discuss the uniqueness of the zero-divisor graphs Π = Π(Zn). In

2013, Gehet and Khalaf [13] discussed some cases of n for Π = Π(Zn), they introduced

Theorem 5.26 to prove these cases. Here we cover all cases of n except where n is a

square-free. For an odd square-free n, the problem is still open.

Theorem 5.27. Let us consider Π = Π(Zn), n ≥ 10. If n is none of the following

types: prime, odd square-free, or of the form p2, then Π is not χ-unique.

We may apply Lemma 5.4 for Π because it is isomorphic to the graph F in the

lemma.

G′ clΠ

T1

T2

T3

Sub(p2)

Π(Zn)

Sub(p1)

Sub(p3)G Kn

I1

I2

I3

R1

R2

R3

F

∼=

Figure 7: F and Π(Zn) are isomorphic graphs.

5.5 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

We did not solve everything in Theorem 5.27:
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Open problem: Let n be an odd square-free number. Is Π := Π(Zn) χ-unique or

not?

Furthermore, the research could be extended.

Question: What is the situation with rings similar to Zn? Clearly, we mean here

finite commutative rings with some zero-divisors.

6 Chemical Graph Theory

In mathematical chemistry, from the formula of the chemical compound, we define a

graph, and from this moment we have a mathematical notion, and we do not consider

further information of chemical type. The vertices of the graph can represent the com-

pound’s atoms, and the edges of the graph can represent its chemical bonds.

Motivated by previous researches on topological indices and their applications,

Hosamani [14] defined the Sanskruti index S(G) for the molecular graph G as follows:

S(G) =
∑

uv∈E(G)

(
δu · δv

δu + δv − 2

)3

, (1)

where δu is the sum of the degrees of all neighbors of the vertex u in G.

S-index productivity was examined utilizing the isomers dataset, consisting of the

following data: melting point, boiling point, molar refraction, heat capacities, acentric

factor, octanol-water partition coefficient, total surface area, and entropy. The S-index

is connected with all these data, and it has a good relationship with the octane isomers

entropy. The following structure-property relationship model was developed for the

S-index [14].

entropy = 1.7857 S ± 81.4286.
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Figure 8: Correlation of S-index with the octane isomers entropy [14].

In this chapter, new theorems are presented with their proofs for the Sanskruti

index for some important molecular graphs: Caterpillar trees, straight-chain alkanes,

cycle-caterpillars, generalized Bethe trees, ordinary Bethe trees, and dendrimers.

6.1 Caterpillar Trees and Cycle-caterpillars

In this section, we present some of the results in [6] (published).

Definition 6.1. [16] Let G be a labeled graph on n vertices, and let p1, p2, · · · , pn be

non-negative integers. The thorn graph G(p1, p2, · · · , pn) of the graph G is obtained

from G by attaching pi pendant vertices to the i-th vertex of G, i = 1, 2, · · · , n.

Definition 6.2. [16] caterpillar trees are thorn graphs whose parent graph is a path

Pn, and denoted by P ∗
n = Pn(p1, p2, · · · , pn). In other words, a caterpillar tree is a

tree in which all the vertices are within distance 1 of the main path. If we delete all

pendent vertices of a caterpillar tree, we reach a path.

Theorem 5.1.5 in [1] computes the Sanskruti index of P ∗
n .

Caterpillar trees are used in chemical graph theory to represent the structure of

benzenoid hydrocarbon molecules. For example, for positive integer p1 = pn = 3 and

p2 = p3 = · · · = pn−1 = 2, the caterpillar tree Pn(3, 2, 2, · · · , 2, 3) is the molecular graph

of certain hydrocarbon (straight-chain alkanes, a single chain with no branches,

have the general chemical formula CnH2n+2) [16], see Figure 9. It is easy to find the

Sanskruti index of the molecular graphs of Ethane P2(3, 3), Propane P3(3, 2, 3), and

Butane P4(3, 2, 2, 3) using Equation 1.
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u1 u2 u3 ui ui+1 un−1 un

Figure 9: The molecular graphs of hydrocarbon (straight-chain alkanes).

Corollary 6.3. The Sanskruti index of the straight-chain alkanes CnH2n+2 = Pn(3, 2, 2, · · · ,
2, 3), n ≥ 5, is given by:

S(CnH2n+2) = 199.074 n− 120.354, n ≥ 5.

Definition 6.4. [16] A unicyclic graph is called a cycle-caterpillar if deleting all its

pendent (end) vertices will reduce it to a cycle, and denoted by Cn(p1, p2, · · · , pn). So,
the cycle-caterpillars are thorn graphs whose parent graph is a cycle; this is a special

unicyclic graph in graph theoretical terminology.

Theorem 5.1.10 in [1] computes the Sanskruti index of the cycle-caterpillar C∗
n.

6.2 On the Bethe Trees

In this section, we present some of the results in [5] (published).

6.2.1 Generalized Bethe Tree

Definition 6.5. [19] A rooted tree of k levels, k ≥ 1, whose vertices at the same level

have the same degrees, is called a generalized Bethe tree and it is denoted by Bk.

Let di and ni be the degree and number of the vertices at the ith level of Bk,

respectively. All the vertices at the same level (ith level) we denote by vi,j, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,

1 ≤ j ≤ ni. In addition, n2 vertices are joined to the single vertex (root vertex) at the

1st level [16]. Also, let Ei be the set of all edges between the vertices of the ith level

and the (i + 1)th level, that is, Ei := {e ∈ E(Bk) : e = vi,jv(i+1),j′}, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,

1 ≤ j ≤ ni, 1 ≤ j
′ ≤ ni+1. Here, pi is the number of those branches (edges) which

are incident to vi and their other endpoints are in the (i + 1)th level. For all i ≥ 2,

there is an edge with endpoint in the (i − 1)th level. Thus, p1 = d1 and pi = di − 1,

2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, pk = dk = 1 of course.

Theorem 5.2.1 in [1] computes the Sanskruti index of generalized Bethe tree Bk

for k levels, k ≥ 4.
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6.2.2 On Ordinary Bethe Trees

Definition 6.6. [19] The ordinary Bethe tree Bk,d is a rooted tree of k levels with

the root vertex v1 has a degree d − 1, the vertices at level k have degree 1, and the

vertices from the second to the(k − 1)th levels have degree d.

Corollary 5.2.4 in [1] computes the Sanskruti index of the ordinary Bethe tree of

k levels, Bk,d, k ≥ 5.

6.2.3 Dendrimer Tree

Some type of generalized Bethe trees is called Dendrimers tree.

Dendrimers are hyper-branched molecules, created by repeatable stages, either

by attaching branching blocks around a central core (thus getting a new bigger orbit

or generation, the ’divergent growth’ approach) or by adding large branched blocks

beginning from the perimeter and then attaching to the core, ’convergent growth’ [9].

Dendrimer information and their topological properties, a significant and new class of

nano-materials much-studied, can be found in the references [10, 11].

Definition 6.7. [12] A dendrimer tree Tk,d is a rooted tree such that each non-

pendent vertex degree is equal to d; also, the distance between the rooted vertex

(central) and the pendent vertices is equal to k, see Figure 10. So, Tk,d is a generalized

Bethe tree with (k+ 1) levels, which has the same degree for the non-pendent vertices

[16].

Observe that Tk,2
∼= P2k+1 and T1,d

∼= Sd+1.

v1

Figure 10: The dendrimer tree T5,3.

Corollary 5.2.6 in [1] computes the Sanskruti index of the dendrimer tree Tk,d for

k + 1 levels, k ≥ 4.
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7 Noncommutative Rings and Future Work

7.1 Noncommutative Rings

The subject of this work is at the boundary of algebra and graph theory. For any

ring R, we may construct a directed graph D(R) := (V (D), A) where V (D) is the

underlying set of our ring and the ordered pair (x, y) is an arc ((x, y) ∈ A) iff xy = 0

in R. Similarly, we can define an undirected graph G(R) for any commutative ring R

in a natural way. The common name of these structures is the zero-divisor graph. The

first questions and results on zero-divisor graphs can be found in the work of I. Beck

[8].

Here we give results on both noncommutative and commutative rings, their zero-

divisor (di)graphs and on the relations between the two models.

7.2 Future work

Are there some cases when new undirected graphs occur, taking these strange rings?

This question can be formalized here:

Open Problem: Do we have some mixed ring M such that no commutative ring C

exists with G(C) ∼= U(M)?

For the mixed ring constructed above, such a commutative ring can be found in a

simple way. So the problem remains open.
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